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A comprehensive menu of Yaadgaar Asian from Kirklees covering all 14 courses and drinks can be found here
on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Yaadgaar Asian:
Amazing quality food from such a reputable business with excellent customer service for many years. Chicken
tarka, meat Bhuna and the taxi special pizza has to be my top 3 things from here which never disappoint! read

more. You can use the WiFi of the establishment at no extra cost, Depending on the weather conditions, you can
also sit outside and eat and drink. What User doesn't like about Yaadgaar Asian:

gray. a friend asked some local (sair inn) to advise every decent take-away. I am in golcar (and perhaps spoiled,
originally from brum) there are quite no good outliers for miles (inc. mr. happy, diddi’s, pizza delight, imran’s,

blah. just a pretty good curry on the hill (oddly called marios.) So... so you give me one away and set my
standard chicken jalfrezi to quite compare. marios does that well, but it is always... read more. Yaadgaar Asian in
Kirklees offers freshly prepared delicious menus with traditional Indian spices and sides like rice or naan, on the
menu there are also a lot of Asian menus. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of Yaadgaar Asian.
Anyone who finds the everyday and generally known menus too boring can here approach with a willingness to
experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients eat, The dishes are usually prepared for you in the

shortest time and fresh.
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Sid� dishe�
NAN

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Indisch� Gericht� mi�
Hähnche�
BHUNA

Cocktai�
MARGARITA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

LAMB

India�
CHICKEN TIKKA

NAAN

CHICKEN CURRY

ROTI

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

CHEESE

ONION
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